The isocurvature mode of dark matter is not damped away during kinetic decoupling from the thermal plasma. For weakly interaction massive particle as dark matter, the large density perturbation can generate the small scale ultra compact mini halos and the annihilation of dark matter inside them can give accessible signatures in the indirect detection of dark matter. The early matter domination epoch is one way to produce the isocurvature perturbation of weakly interacting massive dark matter at small scales from the initial adiabatic perturbation form single inflation model.
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Introduction
Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are good candidate for dark matter component. WIMPs are initially relativistic and stayed in the thermal equilibrium with the background plasma and they decoupled later due to the expansion of the Universe. Therefore the perturbation of dark matter is inherently adiabatic, which means that the density perturbation of WIMP dark matter follows that of the radiation from where the dark matter came. That is consistent with the observation from the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy.
While the observations of CMB and large scale structure (LSS) strictly constrains the amplitude of the primordial power spectrum at large scales, there is no observed constraints on the smaller scales. However there is a general upper bound from primordial black hole arguments [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . For the scales below the damping of the acoustic modes, the acoustic modes can diffuse and thermalize and put a constraint on the amplitude of primordial fluctuations for certain scales [7] .
When the primordial perturbation is large enough at small scales, it can give new signals in the present Universe. Especially when the WIMPs are the dominant component of dark matter, they comprise the main component of the small scale objects such as ultra compact mini halos. Once they are formed, the annihilation of dark matter inside the objects can produce gamma-rays, cosmic rays and neutrinos. However up to now there is no observation of anomalous signals from indirect detection and that sets the upper bound on the primordial density perturbation of WIMP dark matter [9] .
The formation of small scale objects can happen also from the large isocurvature perturbation of dark matter on small scales, which is consistent with the adiabaticity on large scales [1] . For WIMP, the perturbation at small scales less than the kinetic decoupling is damped away. However that is only true for adiabatic mode and the isocurvature is not damped and can be large enough. Recently Choi, Gong, and Shin found that the isocurvature perturbation can be generated during the early matter domination epoch and is not damped away even in the kinetic equilibrium with thermal radiation [10] .
In this talk, we will sketch the mechanism of the generation of the isocurvature perturbation and show the impact on the observational signatures.
Adiabatic and isocurvature perturbation of dark matter
We can divide the perturbation of dark matter into adiabatic component with,
and the isocurvature perturbation defined as
During radiation domination epoch, when the dark matters are still in the kinetic equilibrium with radiation, the adiabatic mode of dark matter perturbation on sub horizon scales follows the oscillations of the radiation and experiences the collisional damping during the kinetic decoupling. The suppression of the smaller scales than the kinetic decoupling is considered to give a lower bound for the structure formation at small scales [11, 12, 13] . However it is not true for the isocurvature mode of dark matter. The evolution of the isocurvature perturbation is given by [14] 
where θ m and θ r are the divergence of the velocity of dark matter and radiation respectively. During the kinetic equilibrium, DM is tightly coupled to the radiation, and thus the divergence of the velocity are roughly the same for dark matter and radiation, θ r = θ m . Therefore we can see easily that the isocurvatutre component remains constant and does not oscillate even in the kinetic equilibrium with radiation. This property of isocurvature perturbation was used in the past for baryon isocurvature perturbation to explain the large structure formation [15] . However now it is ruled out by the precise observation of the acoustic peaks of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature anisotropy though.
Generation of the isocurvature perturbation of WIMP
In the standard model of cosmology, the WIMP as well as baryons are in the thermal equilibrium with relativistic particles in the early Universe and then decoupled later. In this case the perturbation of WIMP and baryons are exactly the same as that of their mother particles, thus adiabatic. However there is a situation when the isocurvature perturbation is generated for dark matter in the non-standard cosmology. One of the case is when the dark matter freeze-out during the epoch of the early matter domination prior to the radiation domination [10] .
WIMP has weak interaction with the ordinary particles and thus they are in the thermal equilibrium in the early Universe until they become non-relativistic. Once the WIMPs are non-relativistic, sine the temperature of the background becomes smaller than the mass of WIMP, the production of WIMP is significantly reduced and only the annihilation of WIMP occurs, which soon stops too due to the expansion of the Universe. This is why the relic density of the WIMP is determined by the annihilation cross section of them [16] and the freeze-out temperature is around M dm /20 [13] . After chemical decoupling, the number density of the WIMP decreases only by the expansion of the Universe and therefore the comoving number density preserves. However through the elastic scattering of WIMP with relativistic particles, the WIMPs could till maintain the kinetic equilibrium with radiation by exchanging the momentum each other until later time.
In many non-standard cosmological model, or even in the standard inflationary model, there appears often the early matter domination epoch before the radiation domination. Those include the the inflaton oscillation, heavy partilce domination such as moduli, curvaton, gravitino, or axino [17, 18, 19, 20] . The relativistic particles are produced again from the decay of the heavy particles which dominated before and soon the standard radiation domination begins with a given reheating temperature.
When the reheating temperature is low enough than the freeze-out temperature of the WIMP dark matter, the dark matter freeze-out during matter domination. After that the dominating matter decays and produce radiation. If dark matter production is negligible form the direct decay, the dark The evolution of the density contrast of the radiation (red), DM (blue) and the isocurvature perturbation (brown) with respect to the initial gravitational potential for k −1
reh . Figure is adopted from [10] . matters are not produced any more after freeze-out, while the radiation is still produced from the decay of the heavy particle. Between the freeze-out and the reheating, the isocurvature of WIMP dark matter can be generated and estimated as [10] S(t reh ) ≈ − 3 4
where t i and t reh are the initial and final time of the integration and Γ φ is the decay rate of the heavy particle φ , ρ φ , ρ r are the energy density of heavy particle and radiation, with δ φ = δ ρ φ /ρ φ . After integration, S(t reh ) is roughly given by the gravitational potential at initial time and the ratio of the given scale k and the scale at the reheating k reh , as shown in the last equation.
In Fig. 1 , we show the evolution of the density contrast δ ≡ δ ρ/ρ for dark matter (blue), radiation (red) and isocurvature perturbation S (brown) normalised by the initial gravitational potential for a scale which is larger than the freeze-out but smaller than the reheating. Here the mode enters the horizon after freeze-out of the WIMP dark matter at around the scale factor a 100a i . After horizon entry, the perturbation of the radiation oscillates while the dark matter perturbation increases until reheating completes at around the scale factor a 500a i . The isocurvature perturbation, which is dominant component of dark matter at this scale, is constant and only the adiabatic component oscillates following that of radiation. The oscillation finally decreases and disappears during the kinetic decoupling at around the scale factor a 2 × 10 4 a i since the adiabatic mode is damped away.
Dark matter and the ultra compact mini halos
When the density perturbation is large enough, they can collapse much earlier than the last scattering moment or just right after the moment into the primordial black hole or ultra compact mini halo (UCMH). The UCMH has a steep DMdensity profile from pure radial infall and grows after radiation-matter equality by including DM and baryons outside [21, 9] .
When the DM is WIMP, they can annihilate or decay inside the UCMHs and give signals of gamma-ray, neutrino or cosmic rays. The non-observation of those signals above the background value puts the bound on the size of the primordial perturbation. In the standard model, the constraint on the power spectrum is around 10 −6 -10 −8 at horizon re-entry in the thermal Universe. However the constraints is limited for the scales larger than the kinetic decoupling scale in the standard Universe.
However in the non-thermal Universe with early matter domination, the constraint can extended to the smaller scales. In this case, the isocurvature perturbation of dark matter WIMP can be generated at small scales and does not damped away even during the kinetic decoupling as we saw in the previous section. The non-observation of the signals can constrain the early matter domination evolution as well as the initial primordial perturbation.
Summary
The low reheating temperature with WIMP dark matter happens in many theoretical models, including those of the neutralino DM in the low reheating temperature [17, 18] and the scenario of decaying heavy particle such as moduli, gravitino [19] , or axino [20] . In this models, the large isocurvature perturbation of dark matter can be generated and is not damped away even during the kinetic decoupling.
Furthermore this fact encourages to probe such small scales to extract information about early history of the universe before the BBN. The precise determination of the matter power spectrum can help to construct the early matter domination epoch and probe the time before big bang nucleosynthesis. Therefore the observation of isocurvature perturbation of WIMP dark matter is a great chance to see the non-standard evolution of the early Universe.
The large isocurvature perturbation on small scales of WIMP dark matter can be probed through the formation of of small scale DM clumps [22] . The annihilation of DM in such objects may produce observable signatures of gamma-rays, cosmic rays, or neutrinos [23, 21, 9, 25, 24] . The DM clumps may change also the direct detection rate [26] , affect the gravitational wave signals [27] , and form the DM stars [28] .
